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ABSTRACT: Dynamic scheduling on multiprocessor system is mostly for real-time applications. When allocating real time
task to a processor, the network topology paid more attention. Hypercube and Mesh connected systems are well known
topologies that can be implemented in the tightly coupled architecture. Hypercubes are used to have several useful
properties such as high degree of connectivity, fault tolerance, low diameter etc.. In this paper, the outperforming Buddy R/
T [1], Stacking algorithms and Deferred Earliest Deadline First(DEDF) algorithms [2] have been analyzed. DEDF algorithm
uses hypercube architecture. A modification of DEDF algorithm has been suggested for hypercube systems. We are introducing
new window called Available Processor Time Window (APTW) for processor allocation. By using this window, the processor
utilization can be improved and the deadlines of most of the tasks can be met. So, we assure that, the performance is
noteworthy and better than the earlier proposed DEDF algorithm for a wide range of workloads.
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1. Introduction

Parallel Processing is a combined field of studies which requires a broad knowledge of an experience with all aspects of
algorithms, languages, hardware, software, performance evaluation and computing alternatives. It will be effective, only if all
the processors are utilized at a time. It is very essential to utilize all the processors, without leaving any processor idle. To
assign tasks evenly to all the processors, it is necessary to schedule, during run time. Then the throughput is increased and
the multiprocessor system will said to be an effective real time system. Hence a good dynamic task scheduling algorithm is
more advantageous especially in optimal utilization of processors.

The Dynamic Scheduling might be depending upon the Earliest Finish Time, Earliest Dead line, Shared memory with Uniform
Memory Access (UMA), central queue, subtasks list according to its computation time etc. Central queue has the tasks and
send to the processor with FIFO manner.
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Real time is a level of computer responsiveness that a user senses as sufficiently immediate or that enables the computer to
keep up with some external process. Real-time systems are defined as those system in which the correctness of the system
depends not only on the logical result of computation, but also on the time at which the results are produced. Multiprocessor
systems have emerged as a powerful computing means because of their capability and high performance and reliability for the
real-time applications. Multiprocessor scheduling problems are employed in different real-time systems, like air traffic control,
weather forecasting and Industrial processor control. However, in multiprocessor systems, most real-time scheduling is NP-
hard So that, it is very essential to extend the research on real time systems.

A key problem of multiprocessor real-time systems is to determine when and on which processor a given task is to be
executed. In a real-time system, its correctness depends not only on the logical result of computation, but also on the finish
time, which must be before the deadline of the executed task.

It is very difficult to schedule non periodic tasks on realtime systems, because of their random arrival time and service demand.
The characteristics of the non periodic tasks are not known a priori and the scheduling decisions are made upon their arrival.
In this situation the Dynamic task scheduling is in need [3].

The dynamic scheduler will note the newly arrived tasks, its service demand that is its execution time, sub cube size, and
deadline. The dynamic scheduler then decides whether the available tasks including both new task and all the old tasks is
possible to finish their execution before their respective deadlines.

If it is not possible, then the scheduler tries to accommodate as many tasks as possible, based on any of the specified
processor allocation algorithm and task priorities. The tasks that cannot be serviced before their deadlines are not accepted
by the system. The scheduler must make a decision dynamically and quickly so that, a high ratio of task acceptance and low
scheduling overhead.

Hypercube and mesh connected multiprocessors are having very high reliability, scalability and throughput. In addition they
are able to partitioned into subsystems and each of which can be allocated to a different task. So, they are well suited for use
as real time control units. An efficient scheduling algorithm [4] is required for allocating multiple tasks on partitionable real-
time multiprocessors.

In this paper, we propose a new dynamics cheduling on hypercube based real-time multiprocessor system. This technique
involves task scheduling and processor allocation on multiprocessor systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the related works about Dynamic scheduling
algorithms for real-time tasks on partitionable multiprocessors. The proposed Dynamic Scheduling Algorithm for hypercube
is discussed in Section III, the simulation results presented in Section IV, the concluding remarks are given in Section V.

2. Related Works

Hypercube network is a cube-connected network. It is also called as binary n-cube network, which consists of 2k nodes

forming a k-dimensional hypercube. The nodes are labeled 0, 1, 2…., 2k−1; two nodes are adjacent if their labels differ in
exactly one bit position.

In multiprocessor system, the processor management is taking a vital role. The two major facts are processor allocation and
task scheduling. In a real-time system, processor allocation is apprehensive with processor selection and tasks starting
execution time. For non-real time scheduling, there are several schemes are used for processor allocation such as, the buddy
[1], single and multiple gray code [5], free list [6], MSS [3], tree collapsing [7], PC-graph [8], and partitioned based schemes [9].
These allocation algorithms vary in terms of their sub cube recognition ability and time complexity. CALMANT (CC-cube
Algorithms on Meshes and Tori) methodology is suitable, when the initial problem is expressed as a set of processes that
communicate through a hypercube topology [18].

The buddy allocation scheme has low time complexity. So, it has been shown that the buddy strategy performs well in
hypercube systems when compared with perfect recognition allocation schemes [10]. On-line scheduling algorithm for real-
time tasks with one common deadline was proposed by Hong and Leung [11]. However, the reported work on Dynamic Task
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scheduling of real-time tasks on partitionable multiprocessors has been limited.

2.1 Related Scheduling Algorithms for Hypercubes
Efficient scheduling algorithms proposed by Ramamritham et al. [4] for a set of tasks on real time multiprocessor system,
includes contention of resources and data structures and not considered partitionable multiprocessors where the processor
allocation schemes also play a noteworthy role in real-time scheduling. Buddy [1] and Stacking [12] are two dynamic task
scheduling algorithms proposed for real time partitionable multiprocessor systems. Both of these schemes are based on
heuristics and well suited for hypercube architecture.

The Earliest Available Time (EAT) of a processor is defined as the earliest time at which that processor will become available
for allocation. Instead of using an array of bits in the conventional buddy system, an array of EATs is used in the Buddy/RT
algorithm. It has two phases with the second phase as optional. Here the scheduling is based on FIFO manner on arrival based
[13].

For a task J
i
 requesting a subcube of dimension k within a hypercube of dimension n, the Buddy/RT algorithm tries to find the

smallest integer j, 0 <= j <= 2n − k − 1, such that all the processors in the subcube { j2k, (j +1) 2k − 1} have EATs earlier than the

LST of task J
i 
, and allocates these processors to task J

i
 . If there is no task j and subcubes available before its deadline. In this

situation, the scheduler fails in the first phase, and the decision goes to the second phase based on the amount of time
available. If the available time is more than the worst-case execution time of the second phase, the second phase is instigated
, otherwise the task will be ignored. In the second phase, the scheduler tries to reschedule all the tasks, both the currently
allocated ones and the newly arrived one [12].

The Stacking algorithm tries to minimize fragmentation by avoiding unnecessary coalesces and splits of sub cubes [12].  The
approach used by the Stacking algorithm is to stack equal-sized tasks. It chooses earliest available sub cube. And also
maintains the EATs. So, the stacking performs better than that of the Buddy/RT algorithm [12].

In Deferred Earliest Deadline First Scheduling algorithm [2], a set of task allocated to the processors instead of one at a time.
It introduces Available Time Window (ATW) and the algorithm overcomes the shortcoming of the Stacking Algorithms like
high scheduling overhead and creating holes and splits which will affect the lateral allocation [2].

Processor fault diagnosis is also an essential subject for the reliability of a multiprocessor system. The pessimistic diagnosis
strategy is a process to diagnose faults that allows all faulty processors to be isolated within a set that contains at most one
fault-free processor [19].

3. New Dynamic Scheduling on Hypercubes

Hypercube network is a cube-connected network. It is also called as binary n-cube network, which consists of 2k nodes
forming a k-dimensional hypercube. The nodes are labeled 0,1, 2…., 2k −1; two nodes are adjacent if their labels differ in exactly
one bit position [14].

Dynamic scheduling is often associated with real-time scheduling that involves periodic tasks with critical deadlines. The
dynamic scheduling scheme proposed in this paper is based on the delayed Earliest Deadline First heuristic. The scheduler
schedules a set of tasks instead of one task at a time. Scheduling a set of tasks reduces destruction and preemption of tasks
as compared to scheduling one task after another in multiprocessor system. However, it must be ensured that the tasks meet
their deadlines. The new proposed scheme works as follows.

The arrival tasks queued in arrival queue. The scheduler schedule the set of arrived tasks according to the number of
processors and its deadline. When the scheduling and the work has been completed for first set, then the scheduler selects
the next set to schedule to the system.

We have also introduced a new concept of the Available Processor Time window (APTW) for processor allocation using the
New algorithm. The APTW of a processor is defined as the available time interval and the list of idle processors is available
for use. The processor utilization is improved by using the APTW for processor allocation. Both of the new ideas, scheduling
and APTW, help in improving the performance of real-time scheduling in hypercube systems.
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Figure 1.  A four dimensional hypercube

3.1 New scheduling algorithm
Two important factors are the latest start time of tasks to be scheduled and the length of the queue for the arriving tasks. We
assume that the system has a queue called the Arrival Queue (AQ) of finite length for all arriving real-time tasks.

1. Arrange the Tasks of Arrival Task Queue (AQ)
    according to its Earliest Deadline First (EDF).

2. Assume that L
t
 = (min{Least Start Time (LST)}),

     St = time (service time), and t
start

 = MAX(current

     time, L
t 
eS

t
 ).

3. Do the following steps while the AQ is not empty

4. Generate Available Processor Time Window (APTW)

5. Check all the subcubes by the scheduler

6. Set the Bottom (APTW) = Time to start at idle.

7. Set the Top (APTW) = Time to start next arrival

8. Middle (APTW) = list of available.

9. Count the available processor (N) from APTW;

10. Check whether N is greater than 1, if so do the
       following steps 11,12.

11. Select the available processors for AQ.

12. Assign the task to idle processors;

13. End While;

Algorithm APTW

Assume that, the Poisson task arrival process is used. The Poisson process has been found to model natural physical and
organic processes realistically, and is commonly used to model random, independent arrivals of tasks to computer systems
from an external population [15]. We assume that the sub cube hold times are normally distributed with a standard deviation
equal to the mean, and with the distribution truncated at 0 and at one standard deviation greater than the mean. Without loss
of generality, we assume a mean sub cube hold time of 3 time units. Laxities are also assumed to be normally distributed, again
truncated at 0 and one standard deviation above the mean. Sub cube hold time is independent of the sub cube size. We
assume that tasks request complete sub cubes, and three different distributions for the sub cube dimensions are considered.
They are the modified geometric distribution, the discrete uniform distribution, and a reverse geometric distribution, which is
simply a mirror image of the geometric distribution. All these distributions are truncated at 0 and n –1, where n is the dimension
of the hypercube [2]. Probability mass function for the truncated modified geometric distribution is
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P (k) = p (1− p)

∑
k = 0

n − 1
p (1− p)

k

Where p =1 / (mean + 1)

For the discrete uniform distribution,
p (k) = 1/n

For reverse geometric distribution

n − 1−  k
∑

n − 1
p (1− p)

k

While all sub cube sizes are equally likely in the uniform distribution, the geometric distribution has a high proportion of small
tasks and the reverse geometric distribution has a high proportion of large tasks [12, 16, 17].

4. Simulation Results

The experiments have been conducted with different subcube sizes. The task miss ratio of DEDF algorithm and APTW
algorithm are tabulated in Table 1 and shows that, the APTW algorithm has lesser task miss ratio compared with DEDF.

0              0.7                     0.5

1              0.8                     0.5

2             0.812                0.611

3             0.901                0.651

4             0.911                0.691

5              1.01                 0.701

6              1.53                 0.82

7              1.62                 0.901

8             1.7009              1.001

9             1.791                1.121

10           1.852                1.23

11            2.0132             1.512

12            2.342               1.712

13            2.543               1.7701

DEDF                APTW
                      Algorithm

Subcube
Size

Task Missing %

Table 1. Task miss Ratio with respect to the number of subcubes

For the various subcube sizes, the task miss ratio of the arrived task has been compared for the DEDF and APTW algorithms.
When the subcube size is 12 , the task miss ratio of DEDF is 2.342 and the same with APTW is 1.712, When the subcubee size
is 10, the taskk miss ratio of DEDF is 1.852 and 1.23 for APTW, when the subcube size is 9, the same ratio is for DEDF is 1.791
and for APTW is 1.121 and so on. The same pictorically represented in the following figure. It shows that, all the times, the task
miss ratio for APTW algorithm is lesser than the DEDF algorithm.

Figure 2 illustrates the comparison of DEDF and APTW algorithm, and confirms that, the APTW window has lesser task miss
ratio compared with DEDF.

5. Conclusion

A new dynamic real-time scheduling algorithm is proposed in this paper for hypercube architecture. This scheduling scheme

P (k) = p (1− p) k = 0

K
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is based on heuristics and two new ideas are introduced in the algorithm. First, the scheduling of the tasks are not necessarily
done one by one instead many at a time. The APTW used to record the status of sub cubes. The system is improved as it
enables the allocation of more number of tasks. There is an improvement in utilization. The above given algorithm for
hypercube computers, is well suited for any partitionable multiprocessor. The results also conclude that, the newly proposed
algorithm has lesser task miss ratio comparing with the already existing in the real time environment.

Figure 2. Task Miss ratio with respect to the number of subcubes
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